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Summary of the One Hundred and Eight Meeting 

Special Committee 159 (SC-159) 

Navigation Equipment Using the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) 

And 

Fifty-Sixth Meeting 

EUROCAE Working Group 62 (WG-62) 

Galileo 

The one hundred and eighth meeting of SC-159 was held March 26, 2021, virtually, from 9:00 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Eastern Daylight Time. The meeting was held jointly with the fifty-sixth 
meeting of EUROCAE WG-62 (Galileo). The attendees were the following:  

NAME  COMPANY 
 
Christopher Hegarty (SC-159 Co-Chairman)  The MITRE Corporation 
George Ligler (SC-159 Co-Chairman)  GTL Associates 
Wes Googe (SC-159 Secretary)  American Airlines 
Mikael Mabilleau (WG-62 Secretary)  European GNSS Agency 
Barbara Clark (GAR)  Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Karan Hofmann (Program Director)  RTCA 
Anna Guegan (Technical Programme Manager) EUROCAE 

 
NAME COMPANY 

 
Hamza Abduselam Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Darrell Andregg Collins Aerospace 
Ken Alexander Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
John Ashley The MITRE Corporation 
Takahiro Aso Electronic Navigation Research Institute 
Laurent Azoulai Airbus 
John Barry Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Kevin Bean The MITRE Corporation 
Nuria Blanco-Delgado European Satellite Services Provider 
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Michael Biggs Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Denis Bouvet Thales Group 
Stefano Caizzone German Aerospace Center DLR 
Ettore Canestri European GNSS Agency 
Laura Cheung Raytheon 
Christina Clausnitzer      Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Max DeAngelis      Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Jed Dennis                             Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Mark Dickinson      Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Yi Ding          CMC Electronics 
Swen Ericson      ZETA Associates 
Philippe Estival      Ecole Nationale de l’Aviation Civile 
Zhe Fan       COMAC BASTRI 
John Foley       Garmin Ltd. 
Alex Garcia       Ecole Nationale de l’Aviation Civile 
Nicolas Gault      Ecole Nationale de l’Aviation Civile 
Jane Hamelink      Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Matt Harris       The Boeing Company 
Michael Hooper      Iridium 
Toru Ishita       Japan Radio Air Navigation Systems Association 
Bob Jackson       Lockheed Martin Corporation 
Ravi Jain       Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Sai Kalyanaraman      Collins Aerospace 
Vignesh Krishnan      Honeywell International 
Charlie Li       COMAC BASTRI 
Andreas Lipp       EUROCONTROL 
Fan Liu       Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Frank Lorge       Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Matthew Lug       U.S. Air Force 
Mikaël Mabilleau European GNSS Agency 
Christophe Macabiau     Ecole Nationale de l’Aviation Civile 
Wang Meng       COMAC BASTRI 
Barry Miller       Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Takeshi Ono       Japan Radio Air Navigation Systems Association 
Ajay Parikh       Ligado 
Doug Phifer       Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Karl Shallberg      ZETA Associates 
Luke Sienkiewicz      Iridium 
Sergey Silin       ZAO “KB NAVIS” 
John Studenny      CMC Electronics 
Dale Swanson      The MITRE Corporation 
Richard Tapp       Honeywell International 
Francois Tranchet      Airbus 
Hans Trautenberg      EASA 
Stephen Van Trees      Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
Andrew Videmsek      General Atomics Aeronautics Systems, Inc. 
Joel Wichgers      Collins Aerospace 
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AGENDA 

 
1. Introductory Remarks: RTCA, GAR and Co-Chairs 
 
2. Approval of Summaries of Previous Meetings 

a. One Hundred Seventh Meeting for SC-159 / Fifty-Fourth for WG-62 held  
 October 23, 2020 (RTCA Paper No. 297-20/SC159-1091/EUR 318-20/ 
            WG62-114 
b. Fifty-Fifth Meeting for WG-62 (SC-159 WG-2 held January 25-29, 2021  
 EUR 217-20 / WG62-112 / RTCA Paper No. 030-21/SC159-1093) 

 
3. Final Review and Comment (FRAC) activities 

a. DO-235C (WG-6) Release for FRAC Status 
b. DO-292A (WG-6) Release for FRAC Status 

 
4. Review Working Group (WG) Progress and Identify Issues for Resolution. 
 

a. GPS/WAAS (WG-2 and EUROCAE WG-62) to include update on related 
ICAO/Navigation Systems Panel activities 

b. GPS/GLONASS (WG-2A) 
c. GPS/Precision Landing Guidance (WG- 4), to include update on related  
            ICAO/Navigation Systems Panel Activities 

          d. GPS/Interference (WG-6), to include update on related ICAO/Navigation Systems  
Panel Activities 

f. GPS/Antennas (WG-7) 
 
5. Discussion of GPS and GLONASS Compatibility Work with SC-222 
 
6. Discussion of Terms of Reference Updates 
 
7.  Action Item Review 

   
  8. Assignment/Review of Future Work 
 
9. Other Business 
 
10. Date and Place of Next Meeting 
 
11. Adjourn 

 

*****************************************************************************
* Barbara Clark, Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), was the Government Authorized 
Representative for this meeting. 
****************************************************************************** 
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Agenda Item 1. Introductory Remarks: RTCA, GAR and Co-Chairs 
• SC-159 Co-Chairman Dr. Christopher Hegarty welcomed everyone to the plenary 

meeting. This Plenary meeting was convened as the regularly scheduled spring biannual 
meeting. Dr. Hegarty then introduced the SC-159 leadership team. Dr. George Ligler 
gave a few brief introductory remarks as did Barbara Clark, the FAA’s GAR for SC-159. 
Then Dr. Hegarty introduced Laurent Azoulai, EUROCAE TAC member and 
representing WG-62, for any opening remarks as well. 

• Karan Hofmann, SC-159 Program Director at RTCA, noted that RTCA is NOT a federal 
advisory committee but that meetings are conducted in strict accordance with U.S. anti- 
trust laws. She discussed RTCA’s proprietary references policy and committee 
participation membership policy. Ms. Hofmann noted that this Plenary meeting is open to 
the public, that notice of the meeting was published online but not in the Federal Register 
as had been done previously, and that members of the public may present written or oral 
statements with the permission of the committee chairmen and program director. Karan 
also discussed meeting “tips” for virtual meetings using WebEx. Ms. Hofmann then 
proceeded to identify several call in numbers for the meeting attendance list. 

•   Anna Guégan, Technical Programme Manager of EUROCAE, discussed EUROCAE’s IPR       
  and Membership policies as well as new GDPR and Privacy regulations.              
 

Agenda Item 2. Approval of Summaries of Previous Meetings. 

a) The summary for the 107th  meeting of SC-159, RTCA Paper No. 297-20/SC159-1091, 
dated 23 October 2020, was presented to the meeting. Meeting attendees were asked to 
review the summary and provide any comments to RTCA. No comments were received 
and the summary was approved. 

b) The summary for the 55th meeting of WG-62, EUROCAE Paper No. 127-20/WG62-112, 
was presented.  Mikael Mabilleau (WG-62 secretary) asked for any additional comments. 
No comments were received and the summary was approved. 

c) Dr. Hegarty then inquired if the agenda needed to adjusted for the benefit of the EUROCAE 
WG-62 leadership so as to give them time to present their report given the time difference 
between the US and Europe. Laurent Azoulai acknowledged the time differential but 
indicated that he would be able to stay for the entire length of the meeting and would like to 
keep the agenda as presented.  

 

  Agenda Item 3. Final Review and Comment (FRAC) activities 

A.   DO-235C WG6 Release for FRAC Status 

Dr. Kalyanaraman reviewed progress made by the group during the week. While they have 
not been able to bring the document to FRAC there has been progress in updating the 
interference mask for DO-235C and other areas. The goal will be to open the document for 
FRAC in the next 30-45 days. There may be a need to have an off cycle plenary meeting to 
move this process along. Dr. Hegarty asked the rest of the group for any other views and 
none were noted.  
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Mikael Mabilleau indicated that those working on ED-259 needed these FRAC documents 
as soon as possible to determine what changes would need to be made to this document. He 
asked if there was a possibility to get them any sooner than the 30-45 day completion 
timeframe that mentioned. Dr. Kalyanaraman responded that there was no plans to release 
an intermediate full document any sooner than 4 weeks from this plenary session although 
you could obtain individual chapters as posted to the RTCA workspace today. Barbara 
Clark asked Mr. Mabilleau if he had any specific concern. Was this a process question or 
one of a specific part of the document? He indicated that the question was process driven 
due to the complexity of integrating an updated DO-235C into ED-259. More time for 
review would be beneficial in supporting Dr. Kalyanaraman’s work in WG6. 
 
Dr. Kalyanaraman indicated he would get those completed updates to DO-235C out as 
soon as possible to Mr. Mabilleau. Dr. Hegarty asked Dr. Kalyanaraman if he could have 
the document enter into FRAC by May 2020 and completed by the end of that month.  
 
There was then a discussion on scheduling a date for an off cycle plenary to approve the 
updates to DO-235C. After several dates were offered, July 9th, 2021 was proposed as a 
plenary meeting date. Dr. Hegarty asked the group for consensus on the date and to close 
out FRAC for DO-235C. The group agreed to the proposal without comment. 

B.   DO-292A WG6 Release for FRAC Status 

Dr. Hegarty ask if there were any plans to change the timeline for completing the work on 
DO-292A by October 2021. Dr. Kalyanaraman indicated that the work group could get the 
document into FRAC at least 30 days prior to the October plenary. Dr. Hegarty then asked 
Mr. Mabilleau if WG-62 would still plan to get ED-259 to FRAC by the end of this year to 
which he replied yes. Dr. Hegarty then asked Joel Wichgers to move his report on WG4 up 
as WG2 needed more time to prepare their presentation. 
 
While waiting for the presentation to begin Dr. Hegarty asked the group if any work had 
been completed by industry to address the requested GLONASS compatibility work that 
had been discussed at the last plenary meeting. No recommendations were offered by the 
group and Dr. Hegarty indicated that we would continue with the current SC-159 TOR. 
Laurent Azoulai commented that he was not sure who was the lead on this proposed work 
but he had seen some correspondence from the Chinese on this same subject. He suggested 
that this group needed to finish the work started with GPS/GALILEO DFMC operations 
before tackling any additional work on a 3rd GNSS. Dr. Hegarty agreed with this 
comment. He then mentioned that WG-2C inertial document was finished and 
congratulated Mats Brenner on this work. Ms. Hofmann noted that Mr. Brenner would be 
retiring soon and the group offered its congratulations. 
 
Then Dr. Hegarty asked Mr. Wichgers to proceed with his briefing.              
          

Agenda Item 4c. GPS/Precision Landing Guidance (WG-4), to include update on related 

ICAO/Navigation Systems Panel Activities [Note that this agenda item                                      
was addressed out of order to accommodate WG-2 presentation]  
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a) Mr. Wichgers remarked that there were no new issues for this work group other than 
starting the completion work for the DFMC MOPS and continuing the maintenance 
work on the DO-253D and ICD documents. There have been several meetings 
conducted with WG-2/WG-62 where WG-4 just concentrated their discussions in these 
joint meetings in regards to their GBAS/GLS work. He then indicated that the work 
from this week’s meetings would be up on AeroPus later in the day. 

b) A summary of papers and discussion items was then presented via slides: 

a. GBAS MOPS & ICD Maintenance [NO NEW ISSUES] 

i. DO-253D Change 1 GPS/LAAS Airborne MOPS 

1. Three very minor issues identified in non-normative explanatory 
appendices – (WG-4 will address at the appropriate time, e.g., 
errata or defer until next update) 

a. 1) Appendix K: Identified a small correction/clarification 
for the Rationale for VDB Requirements Appendix 
(reported in the last WG-4 plenary meeting status) 

b. 2) Appendix I: Identified a minor update to GBAS 
classifications Appendix 

c. 3) Appendix J: Identified minor clarification if ICAO 
SARPs change is approved to allow EIG > 2.75 m (new) 

b. Future Documents (from Terms of Reference) 

i. Initial GNSS/GBAS L1/L5 MOPS & ICD for V&V to include GPS and if 
possible Galileo 
[2023 (optimistic)-- Dependencies: Lag initial DFMC SBAS/ABAS GPS 
+ Galileo MOPS, and in parallel with ICAO NSP DFMC GBAS baseline 
SARPs development] 

1. ICD: Incorporate in an update to DO-246 

2. MOPS: Plan is a new document, separate from DO-253 and 
DFMC SBAS/ABAS MOPS 

3. MASPS: Do not plan to develop MASPS 

ii. Validated GNSS/GBAS L1/L5 MOPS & ICD to include GPS and if 
possible Galileo [2025 (optimistic) – Dependencies: Lag validated 
DFMC SBAS/ABAS GPS + Galileo MOPS, and in parallel with 
validated ICAO NSP validation and approval of DFMC GBAS SARPs] 

c. GBAS GLS Approaches using SBAS (GLASS). -  Thomas Dautermann 

i. Notional idea – GAST-A repacking SBAS correction data onto GBAS 
VDB to fly GLS approaches using GBAS airborne equipment. 
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Mr. Wichgers summarized this presentation as an attempt to find a solution for airports 
where there is a need for an instrument approach but real estate and cost issues prevent a 
standard GBAS installation. Technical challenges were discussed involving operational 
and aircraft certification concerns but no conclusions were reached. Barbara Clark asked 
how this proposal relates to current GRAS SARPS. Mr. Wichgers responded that the 
idea would be to use current GRAS equipment to open up runway ends inexpensively 
and efficiently by using SBAS equipment to leverage into an LPV type solution without 
requiring a GBAS installation. Upon a question raised by Mikael Mabilleau, it was 
clarified that GLASS concept supports approach with APV 1 minima, not CAT-I (LPV 
200) since that requires a time to alert of 6 seconds and that is supported in GAST D 
equipage. Was other aircraft equipage options considered where GBAS was installed but 
not SBAS? Mr. Wichgers indicated that was the case.  

Andreas Lipp added that the European community already had plans to remove ILSs that 
serviced airports where CAT 1 minimums were the lowest and replace them with SBAS 
LPV approaches starting in 2030. Such concept could therefore allow non-SBAS 
equipped aircraft to fly LPVs after the removal of ILS CAT-I. Dale Swanson remarked 
that there were so many things in play. Do aircraft have to have both SBAS and GBAS 
for this to work? Mr. Wichgers indicated that this concept was for existing fielded 
GBAS GAST C equipment but not SBAS. Aircraft could use repackaging system to 
have APV 1 approach capability. John Foley asked if GLASS approaches would be 
published as well as LPV SBAS approaches to which Mr. Wichgers answered yes. Jed 
Dennis expressed concern that GAST D equipment may not support this so do we need 
to revisit the MOPS? Sai Kalyanaraman also remarked that if this concept works then 
from the idea of an ILS CAT1 drawdown, we need to have more discussions at the 
ANSP level. Ken Alexander also offered that in the context of resiliency discussions, an 
update to GNSS and space policies as well as other documents would be needed. He 
listed the following: 
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 2020-2021 AUTHORITIES AND RELATED GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS 

·        Executive Order 13905, Strengthening National Resilience Through Responsible 
Use of Positioning, Navigation, and Timing Services, (E.O. 13905), February 12, 2020; 

·        National Space Policy, December 9, 2020; 

·        National Space Policy-7, The United States Space-Based Positioning, Navigation, 
and Timing Policy, (SPD-7), January 15, 2021 (otherwise known as the National 
GPS/GNSS Policy—replaces the NSPD-39 from 2004); 

·        National Institute of Standards (NIST) NISTIR 8323, Cybersecurity Profile for the 
Responsible Use of Positioning, Navigation and Timing (PNT) Services, January 2021; 

·        National Science and Technology Council, National Research and Development 
Plan for Positioning, Navigation and Time Resilience, January 2021; 

·        Department of Homeland Security, Science and Technology, Resilient Positioning, 
Navigation and Timing (PNT) Conformance Framework, version 1.0, December 16, 
2020; 

d.   GSA: GBAS implementation plan in European ATM. – Natalie Castrillo 
Merlan 
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 Mr. Wichgers summarized this presentation as this implementation plan is being 
coordinated with SC-159 and is doable and aggressive. 

e. Correcting the GBAS Tropospheric Model: Re-derivation of the GBAS 
Tropo Scale Height (ho) – Gary McGraw 

 
Mr. Wichers summarized this presentation. He indicated that should not be issues with 
what is used in the MOPS. The question would be if a more correct model would 
produce an error that would be considered significant at the altitudes discussed? 
Barbara Clark offered that there might be a need to relook at ground station approvals 
make sure nothing is overlooked. Mr. Wichgers agreed. 
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f. Status of DFMC GBAS Architecture Ad-Hoc Working Group – Andreas 
Lipp/Matt Harris 

 
g.  Alternate Architecture for DFMC GBAS – GAST X – Tim Murphy 
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h. GBAS Implementation Statistics – Andreas Lipp 
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j) Work Plan – J. Wichgers 

 
Dr. Hegarty then thanked Mr. Wichgers the work that WG-4 has done and asked if 
there any other comments or questions. There were none and the report was 
accepted. He then asked Laurent Azoulai proceed with the WG-2/WG-62 report 

 

Agenda Item 4a. GPS/WAAS (WG-2 and EUROCAE WG-62) to include update on related 
ICAO/Navigation systems panel activities. [Note that this agenda item was addressed out of 
order to accommodate presentation finalization] 

 

a) Laurent Azoulai then reviewed the outcomes on this week’s work up to the plenary. the 
group is in the run mode with multiple meetings in Europe and the US. In addition to 
WG meetings, there are currently bi-weekly authors’ group meetings but there may be a 
need to accelerate to get consensus sooner. 

b) Mr. Azoulai offered congratulations on two Eurocae awards given out recently. They 
were; 

Denis Bouvet - Global Harmonization Award for his activities in the joint EUROCAE/RTCA 
activity in Working Group 62 (GALILEO) and Special Committee 159 for the development of 
GALILEO related standards. 

Dr. Ikhlas Selmi - Best Contribution Award for driving, facilitating and managing the 
development of ED-259A (Minimum Operational Performance Standard for Galileo / Global 
Positioning System / Satellite-Based Augmentation System Airborne Equipment). 

 
Dr. Hegarty then interjected that there were also others who had been recognized by the RTCA and 
those individuals were recognized as well. 
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Then Mr. Azoulai continued with his slide presentation for WG-2/ WG-62 which  summarized a list 
of papers and discussion items: 
 

 3.a SVN resets and Special messages (H. Abduselam) 

 3.b GRIT Project: Receiver reaction to real RFI cases and possible RFI               

       detection function (G. Berz)  

 4.a DFMC SBAS Approach OPS concept (M. Mabilleau) 

  Context 

  NSP worked on a DFMC SBAS operational concept to support operation 
based on L1 SBAS and/or DFMC SBAS services supported by 
RTCA/EUROCAE members 

  SARPs were approved based on the DFMC SBAS operational concept 
defining operation type and APD parameters in FAS DB for DFMC SBAS 
use 

  WG2/62 is now active to further work associated MOPS requirements 

 

  Approach 

  Develop the receiver logic considering a specific receiver class 

             First step: Delta-4 (on-going) 

  Second step: Beta-3 (on-going) 

  Derive MOPS requirement from the receiver logic 

  First step: Delta-4 (on-going) 

  Second step: Beta-3 (not started) 

  

 4.b Appendix talking to Operations issues such as what is expected of ANSPs  

       and Operators with the various APD codings (J. Barry) 
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 7.a Maintenance of draft ED-259A v0.8 (D. Bouvet with contributions from  

       M. Mabilleau, J. Samson): 

 Update on the SBAS L5 FD test procedures, 

 Answer to action AI 55-5, 

 Requirement designation and tagging in ED-259A, 

 GPS HEALTHY/UNHEALTHY status, 

 GPS satellite acquisition time when considering dual-frequency  

 measurements, 

 Impact of a Code Step on an Aviation User RX applying a higher order  

 filter, 

 Requirement on mitigating the impact of SBAS L1 data on SBAS L5 

 Comments to DO-229 integration in ED-259A v0.8 

  

 Denis Bouvet has led the processing of several comments raised on v0.8 and the 
expedite and thorough resolutions of these comments with the supports of several 
key WG members 

 They include: 

 Code tracking loop setting proposal made by Jaron Samson and Yi Ding to limit 
to first order code tracking loops: Proposal was challenged by one Rx 
manufacturer and needs to be further investigated. 

 How to have a negative requirement to not process some data not planned for 
aviation Rx: A counter and 

parity check has been proposed to demonstrate the data are identified but not 
affecting the outputs. Resolution has not been agreed at this stage 

 Removal of multi SBAS processing: to be discussed 

Time variant smoothing filter during the transition period like in GBAS MOPS: 
to be discussed 

 Traceability between ED-259A and DO-229F: To be discussed 

Avoid permanently deselect SBAS L1 or SBAS L5 signal that has emitted MT0: 
Proposal under discussion 

SBAS L5 FD availability test update: Proposal to target VAL = 8 m with a 98% 
availability 

Updates on GPS L1 C/A-code HEALTHY status: WG members to review the 
proposed updates 
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  7.b ED259A maintenance (Fan Liu) 
    
  Requirement clarifications: EASA documents references, equipment class missing, 

operation mode spec, Clarification of the parameter use in MT 32 and MT 40 
 
  Editorial changes, ESA comments, GSA comments (See Fan’s presentation for 

details) 
 
   Appendices: 
  Allocation to Champions; some appendices are proposed not to be reconducted to 

be confirmed if no interest, a renumber of the appendices is proposed (see 
presentation for details) 

   Option C – in v0.8 
   Appendix A: SBAS L5 signal + message definition + message protocol 
  The author’s group has reached an agreement to use Option C for both SBAS L5 

signal specification and SBAS L1 signal specification. 
 

 

 
 

Mr. Azoulai commented that some items in appendix for DO-229F are not exactly 
shared or harmonized with ED-259. Fan Liu commented that the appendix will be 
updated. Barbara Clark asked if the appendix that does cross referencing is 
discussed here. Fan Liu indicates it will be discussed next week.  
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   7.g Galileo ISM message definition (Stefan Wallner, Miguel Odriozola) 
    

Initial proposal shared by ESA on ISM message definition to be broadcast by 
Galileo: 

    
Validity, header, parameters, receiver usage 
 
Proposal to have receiver flexibility to accommodate one or the other formats 
(almanac type with full constellation & ephemeris type for each satellite). 
 
WG view: ISM processing should be assessed from the receiver processing burden 
point of view. A trade should be done with Rx Manufacturers vs 
availability/continuity to select the best compromise: Action to develop a list of 
operational scenarios to be faced in ARAIM mode considering GPS and Galileo 
ISM message definition 
 
 ISM formats are not yet harmonized across constellations but willingness to do so 
between GPS and Galileo 
 
 WG raised the concern that the current mechanism as described considers that ISM 
must be received and up to date in the receiver so it can perform ARAIM using 
Galileo, without being authorized to consider committed values from ICAO SARPs 
as default values if messages are missed 

 
The case of hybridization with inertial has also been raised making it not anymore 
autonomous 
  
The logics associated with denying the ISM service and fault back to Galileo stand 
alone pose the problem of Galileo mode being able to be a back-up mode at all 
without ground link, relying on SARPs commitments 
 
Mr. Azoulai asked for comments on this presentation. Barbara Clark asked about a 
meeting where it was said that receiver mfgs could not use the documents in annex 
10 if ISM is provided. He confirmed that he heard that statement. She asked if the 
rationale was for not using the default. Mr. Mabilleau then chimed in that he said in 
that same meeting to not question the values in the SARPS. Just take the ISM 
message into account, disarm flags that users would see as to satellite quality and 
ISM would tell the receiver to exclude the satellite. Ms. Clark responded that it was 
clear what is intended, as an optional requirement, but this is not a requirement per 
annex 10. You can’t create a new alert mechanism to turn off a bad satellite. Doing 
this changes multiple other documents. This can be discussed next week. 
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   7.h DUFMAN inputs to Multipath error model (Matteo Sgammini) 
 

 
 
 
 
In order to counter validate the model also on a Boeing 777-200, the hybrid simulation 
environment developed in DUFMAN has been used 
 
Multipath peaks have been identified also with this approach for specific elevations due mostly to 
wings/tail contribution which impact strongly in the chosen antenna position 
 
The effect of calibration of AGDV is not negligible and has a significant impact of the final model 
 
From the performed activity, the „open issues“ from the Boeing study (need for precise AGDV 
calibration, not optimal antenna placement and not optimal multipath suppression capability of the 
antenna used in Boeing tests) appear justified and most likely responsible of the peaks seen in 
flight data 
 
The results from the hybrid simulation show that the overall RMS error appears bounded by the 
MP+AGDV model proposed by DUFMAN 
 
It is proposed to close AI-54/9 and to integrate DUFMAN MP+AGDV model in ED-259A 
WGs agreed with these conclusions 
 
Context 
• The current multipath models proposed within DUFMAN were derived based on 100 

seconds smoothing time constant after the filter converged 
• The receiver might use the results before the filter reaches the steady state 
  Need for characterization of the transient phase 
• Using measurements from DUFMAN, models for transient phase were derived 
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WG-2/WG-4/WG-62 feedback: To use the time-invariant filter for the transient phase with the 
worst case bin, as the worst case For the antenna errors, WG agrees to use the models derived 
without the application of the smoothing after consistency checks with Stanford models 
 
   7.i Action plan on multipath error (Mikael Mabilleau, Matteo Sgammini) 
 

 
 
   7.k Robustness Testing of GNSS Navigation Message Processing (François  
         Tranchet, Timo Warns) 
 

 
 
 The rationales for this susceptibility are expected to be: 

 Complexity of the SW code (volume of the lines of code, tables management, 
equations with singularities.) 

   Complexity of the GPS, GBAS and SBAS navigation message 
 But also 
   Increase of GNSS RFI threat exposing equipment to SIS conditions not tested 
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Evolution of the GPS navigation message over years exposing equipment to 
unexpected data content 

  Variations in SBAS (resp. GBAS) navigation message implementation from one 
service provider to another 

 And to consider for the future 
   DFMC receivers SW will be more complex 
  MOPS will be less mature when first DFMC equipment will be certified (ED-

259revA or revB) 
 New and multiple signals will be processed 
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WG-2/WG-4/WG-62 feedback: No decision made yet at group level 
 
Recommendation given by Airbus to adopt fuzzing procedure into ED-259A with 
proposal from Airbus to support implementation 
 
Questions were raised on the alternatives methods and the adequacy of a perceived 
randomness of the inputs to the tests whereas they are derived from a model. Rx 
manufacturers are encouraged to get close to their security question Airbus and 
investigate this opportunity 
 
Sai Kalyanaraman mentioned that there needed to be a GAP analysis done as to 
DO-178 and determine what cost benefit would be recognized if this was done. Mr. 
Azoulai agreed and Ms. Clark was pleased that Airbus seems to take this topic as 
seriously as the FAA does. She has already been in talks with software developers 
and DO-178 parties to trap these problems. The issues are getting more 
complicated and the FAA is open to other answers as well. Dr. Kalyanaraman 
agrees and asks how we handle the boundaries around the MOPS to deal with 
cyber and security issues that are coming. Ms. Clark agreed that you have to be 
careful on how you proceed. 
 
Denis Bouvet added that we are doing something very complicated and the path we 
are following is not just software so we are not sure that this testing will be enough. 
Francois Tranchet also added that there is a desire to improve the robustness of 
GNSS but we have to be careful how much complexity we add to the receiver to 
accomplish this. 
 
7.l GPS data ID backward compatibility (Yi Ding) 
 
WG-2/WG-4/WG-62 feedback: While there is an active liaison between RTCA 
with PICWG via FAA representative, the process doesn’t seem robust enough and 
confidence that Rx manufacturers comments are correctly taken into consideration 
or that all manufacturers have had an opportunity to raise concerns that it could 
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affects aircraft in service should be reinforced 
 
Call for action to establish a more formal relationship to consider aviation receivers 
based on standards in interaction with the US Air Force 
 
Ms. Clark agreed with this and suggested that there should be some committee or 
mechanism to be a conduit into the PICWG for coordination. Mr. Abduselam has 
that responsibility for the FAA and he should comment. Mr. Abduselam indicated 
when pressing issues at the PICWG, there are not a lot of receiver manufacturers at 
the table. What could happen is having the RTCA formally review PICWG 
documents and then provide a formal unified response. He noted that the receiver 
manufacturers that do attend the PICWG, many don’t provide any aviation product. 
Mr. Azoulai pushed the idea of relaunching WG-1 but Dr. Hegarty reminded him 
that was for L5 only. He asked if we needed a formal role. Ms. Clark indicated that 
it would not be in the PICWG process. Mr. Bouvet remarked that the process put in 
place 2 years ago was not working that well. He suggested that a US representative 
would be better at getting results. Ms. Clark asked what the equivalent to the 
PICWG in Europe is. Mr. Bouvet indicated that it is the Galileo Service Center. 
Then Dr. Hegarty challenged the group to gather the input to come up with a 
recommendation for the TOR that would embrace an Ad-Hoc or some other means 
to address this deficiency. Ms. Clark recommended that it could be discussed in the 
July plenary. Dr. Kalyanaraman volunteered to serve on this work group and Ms. 
Clark should chair this. The OEMs should all participate. 

 
   7.n Time to output deviations (François Tranchet) 
 

3.1.3.8 Reaction Time to output valid guidance information 
In order to manage an ATC request to change the approach for landing (Left vs 
Right runway, ILS vs LPVapproach) on the same airport, and to ensure A/C pilot 
confidence in the good functioning of the function, deviations are expected to be 
displayed to the A/C pilot in less than 15 seconds after the input of the selection by 
the flight crew. 

  
[DMS:XXX] For a given particular destination airfield, the equipment shall 
provide position or deviations based on the correct SBAS service provider within 
15-Y seconds of pilot selection of a LPV or LP approach with a SPID required. 
 
Equipment class: Beta-3; Gamma-3; Delta-4 
 
NOTE 1: The following scenario needs to be considered when developing 
solutions in front of requirement [DMS:XXX]: 
 

- Nominal case where the SBAS service provider used before 
approach selection is the same than the one required for the approach. 

 
- Degraded case where the SBAS service provider used before 
approach selection is different from the one required for the approach. In 
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such case, it is assumed that a maximum of 6 SBAS service providers is 
available in the signal in space, each one broadcasting SBAS L1 and SBAS 
L5 signals on two PRNs with valid correction and integrity data 

 
NOTE 2: The following implementation is an acceptable mean to comply 
with requirement [DMS:XXX]: 

 
• Before the activation of the LPV or LP approach, equipment able to track 
simultaneously SBAS L1 and SBAS L5 signals from at least 6 different SBAS 
service providers and to maintain active the SBAS L1 and SBAS L5 correction and 
integrity data provided by these SBAS. 

 
NOTE 3: The following implementation is an acceptable mean to comply 
with requirement [DMS:XXX]: 

 
• Before the activation of the LPV or LP approach, equipment allowing 
selection of a SBAS service provider (i.e. track at least one SBAS L1 and one 
SBAS L5 signal from the designated SBAS and maintain active the SBAS L1 and 
SBAS L5 correction and integrity data provided by this SBAS). It allows the 
navigation system to prepare the equipment and select in advance the SBAS 
designated by a FAS DB whose “Airport ID” corresponds to the destination 
airfield 

 
WG-2/WG-4/WG-62 feedback: Requirements derived from pilot’s operational needs is 
challenged by the group. It poses some serious challenges on the number of SBAS to track at 
once. 
Discussions and maturation of the requirement will continue 
 
   8.a Work Plan (all) 
 
 
 
ED-259A content 

 
 
Completion date 

 
 
Champion 

 
 
Version 

 
 
Progress 

DO-235C mars-21 Sai Kalyanaraman   
GPS UNHEALTHY 
status 

mars-21 Todd Walter/Jed 
Dennis 

  

SPID & APD 
requirements 

avr-21 Mikael Mabilleau   

Multipath error model avr-21 Mikael Mabilleau   
Integration of DO-
229F requirements 
(Beta only) 

 
 
Mid 2021 

 
 
Editor's group 

  

Integration of DO-
229F requirements 
(Delta only) 

 
 
Mid 2021 

 
 
Editor's group 

  

Update of Appendix A 
with ICAO SARPs 
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protocol Mid 2021 Editor's group 
Time to output 
deviations 

Mid-2021 François Tranchet   

TTFF requirements Mid-2021 Matt Harris  
Time to alert H1 2021 Barbara Clark v0.10  
 
 
Validation of 
consistency check 
between ICAO & 
MOPS 

 
 
 
Fall 2021 

 
 
 
Mikael Mabilleau 

  

DO-292A Fall 2021 Sai Kalyanaraman   
ADS-B reporting of 
jamming 

End 2021 Gary Berz   

GPS L1 RAIM/FDE 
and/or GPS L5 RAIM 
FDE 

 
 
End 2021 

 
 
Denis Bouvet 

  

 
 
Anti-Spoofing 
requirements step 1 

 
 
End 2021 

 
 
François Tranchet 

  

Jamming Detection End 2021 François Tranchet   
Gamma class section 
(Consistency with DO-
283) 

 
 
End 2021 

 
 
John Foley 

  

NACv=3 End 2021 Matt Harris v0.11  
 
 
DO-373A GNSS 
antenna MOPS 

 
 
TBD 

 
 
Sai Kalyanaraman 

  

Date output 
requirement and test 
procedures 

 
 
TBD 

 
 
Hans/Barbara Clark 

  
TBD 

Time output 
requirement and test 
procedures 

 
 
TBD 

 
 
Hans/Barbara Clark 

  
TBD 

 
WG-2/WG-4/WG-62 feedback: Good progress on every item, a few new ones not started, and 
some for which problem statement is identified but investigations or initial resolutions have not 
started/been shared yet 
 
All outstanding actions have a Champion WGs confirm still-on track for end of year draft DFMC 
SBAS MOPS ready for FRAC. 
 
WG is ready to accelerate on H2 2021 to achieve our targets 
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   9.a Proposal for an ISRA with RTCA SC-227 to address the harmonization of  
         PBN requirements between SC-227 and SC-159 documents (Barbara  
         Clark) 
 

 WG agreed with the proposed way forward to support, expecting formal  
 requirements between SC-227 and SC-159 documents (Barbara Clark) 
 Details provided by Barbara Clark’s briefing 
 

   9.b SC-222 proposals for addressing comments on DO-262F (Matt, Sai, Joel) 
 Review of the material by the group to understand the ramifications 

and drag more support/comments to seek approval at the plenary. 
Details to be provided by Sai Kalyanaraman as an outcome of WG-6 
   

 
  Then Mr. Azoulai identified several papers and discussions that were put off until  
  the following after this plenary due to time constraints. They were: 
 
 
   7.a ED259A remaining comments on v0.8 
 
   7.m Integrity risk allocation for RAIM/ARAIM/SBAS (Mikael Mabilleau, Carl  
          Milner) 
          
   7.n Jamming detection (François Tranchet) – Monday 
 
   7o Time to output deviations follow-up – Monday 
 
  7.p GAL standalone acquisition assumption in DO-235C/DO-292A  
       (Christophe Macabiau) Monday 
 
   7.e Impact of AtU vs UtA on SBAS data processing at receiver level (Mikael  
        Mabilleau) (Tuesday) 
 
   9.c UK discontinuing LPV (GSA, John Foley) 
 
   8.b Actions status review (Mikael Mabilleau     
 
Agenda Item 4b. GPS/GLONASS (WG-2A) 
 
   This item was discussed in the plenary prior to WG-4’s presentation and it was 
   decided that no action would be taken at this time in respect to the TOR. 
 
 Dr. Hegarty thanked Mr. Azoulai for his presentation and asked if there were any 

comments. There were none and the report was accepted. He did ask if there was a 
desire to address the proposed ISRA at this time, but Ms. Clark felt that is was 
better to move onto WG-6’s presentation. 
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Agenda Item 4e. GPS/Interference (WG-6), to include update on related ICAO/Navigation 
         Systems Panel Activities 
 
Dr. Kalyanaraman reviewed the progress made by the group this week. He started with a quick 
review of the agenda. 
 

• DO-235C documentation updates 
 

• Updated GNSS L1/L5 Interference Mask 
 

• Updated L5 pulse blanking test setup 
 

• Discussion on Iridium – GNSS Compatibility 
 
Dr. Kalyanaraman then reviewed the documentation updates for WG-6. 

• Reviewed initial updates to: 
o  (En-route and approach RFI links),  
o Chapters 2 (Aero RFI Encounter scenarios, risk modeling and RFI 

effects),  
o 13 11 (GNSS Inter and Intra system Intfc) 
o Discussion on Appdx I.4 (Update to Aggregate Interference from 

Terrestrial Emitters) 
• Working on further updates to Appendices 

o C (C/A code cross correlation effects), 
o D (Derivation of Rx CNR thresholds and Pulse effects),  
o E (Rx RFI Performance) and,  
o F (Standard Received Signal and Interference Environment). 

• Preliminary updates to chapters 2 and 11 on workspace for review.  
• Will be posting more chapters for review in the coming weeks. 
• Compiled material in support of developing L1 acqsn and tracking test 

procedures within the ED-259 MOPS (will be sharing the same with Fan Liu) 
 
Dr. Kalyanaraman then presented a Garmin Interference mask proposal to the group followed by 
the rest of the slide presentation.  
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Garmin Interference Mask Proposal 
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Iridium Certus – GNSS Compatibility 
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AES AES8 AES9 AES10 AES11 

Antenna Type L/M L/M H1 H2 

Max Capable Waveform C8 2xC8 C8 16A 2xC8 16A 

EIRP0MAX 
(dBW) 9 12 15.2 18.2 

fLOW 
(MHz) 1618.167 1618.333 1618.167 1618.333 

TS# 4 4 4 4 

ILGPS-AIR 
(dBm) -11.2 -10.8 -11.2 -10.8 

ERPGPS 
(dB) 0 0 0 0 

MSAF 
(dB) 2 2 2 2 

MMU 
(dB) 0 0 0 0 

DC 
(dB) -4.38369 -4.38369 -4.38369 -4.38369 

EAFGPS 
(dB) 0 0 0 0 

Iso1 
(dB) 47.81631 50.41631 54.01631 56.61631 

P1dBGPS 
(dBm) -3.8 -3.8 -3.8 -3.8 

PAPR CCDF 99.99%  
(dB) 5.09 6.52 5.67 7.11 

EP1dBGPS 
(dB) 0 0 0 0 

MSAF 
(dB) 2 2 2 2 

MMU 
(dB) 0 0 0 0 

Iso2 
(dB) 49.89 54.32 56.67 61.11 

Iso3 
(dB) 40 40 40 40 

IsoMAX 
(dB) 49.89 54.32 56.67 61.11 

 λLF 
(inches) 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 

GGPS@0]  
(dBi) -1 -1 -1 -1 

PLREQ 
(dB) 48.89 53.32 55.67 60.11 

SeparationEST 
(in) 161.5 269.0 352.6 587.8 

 

GPS-Iridium compatibility analysis - example 
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Dr. Kalyanaraman then concluded this presentation and posed the question of obtaining enough 
feedback to let SC-159 can provide a closeout on FRAC by May15th. Ms. Clark asked if this was 
relevant to WG-6 documents being approved in at the July Plenary. There is a desire to provide 
SC-222 with a communication level approval but you will not have that until July. There is still 
intent though to try and sc-222 what they need in May. Dr. Kalyanaraman asked if the July 
plenary timeline delays SC-222 and their plenary schedule. Dr. Hegarty was not sure but he knew 
that some receiver OEMs had already put out equipment so they are waiting. We are not 
completely done until next year with the MOPS. Ms. Clark asked if another plenary was in order 
since SC-222 wants to move forward on their work. Dr. Hegarty indicated that there is a path 
where we leave it to WG-6 participants to resolve objections on SC-222 comments as individuals 
vs. involving the whole committee. Dr. Kalyanaraman remarked that SC-222 only needed the 
feedback on approach and methodology at this time. Hans Trautenburg added that in respect to 
GPS we only have problems with some aircraft and for GLONASS there is a similar assumption.  
 
Dr. Kalyanaraman again stressed that SC-222 is asking for plenary approval but they are okay if 
particular individuals respond. We are only blessing the methodology that SC-222 has come up 
with. John Barry indicated that he was okay with that as long as we have concurrency that the 
whole group will agree to that. Matt Harris offered that MOPS for 222,239, 321 will say how far 
antennas will need to be separated. We need to agree on a method on how to take excess 
performance credit. Ms. Clark asked if this material is for SC-222 or SC-159. Dr. Kalyanaraman 
answered that it was for the SC-222 document. John Foley mentioned that one of the asks would 
be the excess GNSS performance as applicable to other Iridium installs on some aircraft. Mr. 
Harris asked the FAA and other regulators would be comfortable with OEMs making these 
decisions on antenna separation? Ms. Clark responded no. 
 
Further discussion was held with several members expressing belief that this review for SC-222 
could be done in a timely manner. Dr. Kalyanaraman cautioned the group that SC-159 is not ready 
to provide all feedback. Luke Sienkiewicz asked Dr. Kalyanaraman if SC-222 could get 
formalized feedback by April 30th. Dr. Kalyanaraman indicated that he could not commit to that 
timeline but he could empower a group or individuals to answer requests from SC-222. He was 
looking to the July plenary meeting to provide a finalized product but possibly in late June. In any 

Iridium Certus – GNSS Compatibility 
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case information would be available. Mike Hooper asked Ms. Hofmann if individuals on SC-159 
had been empowered to answer and resolve the non-concurs. She responded that SC-222 has 
come to SC-159 for this information without submitting an ISRA but you still need the 
information from the members of SC-159. Let’s now do this correctly and set up a reasonable 
timeline. Mr. Hooper responded that if the resolution is to be with individual members of SC-159 
can we resolve the issues with SC-222 and let SC-159 close it on their side? Dr. Hegarty asked if 
we could close this out with an electronic vote vs. having another plenary. Dr. Kalyanaraman then 
offered a suggestion of getting feedback by April 30th to SC-222 and then close out with SC-159 
in weeks. Ms. Hofmann reiterated that this had to be done correctly. She asked that a timeline be 
established. Either have an electronic approval or wait for till the July plenary. There is not a lot 
of time left for PM approval for SC-222 in June. 
 
Dr.Hegarty then polled the group members for their concurrence on the following plan going 
forward: 

• Closing resolutions for comments by April 30th. 
• SC-159 will do an electronic ballot/review through May 14th. 
• If no outstanding issues then SC-159 will send SC-222 official feedback 
• SC-222 will have the rest of their document ready to go, including feedback from SC-

159 
• SC-222 has the May 17th plenary to give final approval of the document. 
• SC-222 gets the document to RTCA ASAP so it can be provided to the PMC members 

within a couple of days to still meet the June PMC meeting. 
 
There was no comment and the plan was agreed to by all. Dr. Hegarty then Asked Dr. 
Kalyanaraman to continue with WG-7’s report. 
 
Dr. Kalyanaraman commented that WG-7 is also in the maintenance mode. They are looking to 
update the DO-373 document. There were not any antenna mfgs in the workgroup this past week 
so there is a need to reach out to get feedback on future specs. He then reviewed the slides in the 
presentation. 
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Mr. Harris then asked if the axial ratio specification had changed to which Dr. Kaylanaraman 
responded, no. Mr. Harris then added that relaxing this specification will not affect meeting link 
budgets or other requirements. Dr. Kaylanaraman then provided some examples that would 
support the decision to relax these requirements. He also indicated that he had received another 
OEM’s request to relax another specification but this had not been addressed. Dr. Hegarty asked 
if there were any comments or questions for Dr. Kaylanaraman. There were none and the 
report was accepted. He then for approval  
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Agenda Item 5. Discussion of GPS and GLONASS Compatibility Work with SC-222 
 
This item was discussed previously in the WG-6 report 
 
Agenda Item 6. Discussion of Terms of Reference Updates 
 
Dr. Hegarty reminded the group that revisions to the TOR had been posted and hopefully 
EUROCAE has made the same changes. He asked for any issues with the TOR to be brought 
forward. None were presented. 
   

Agenda Item 7. Action Item Review 

Dr. Hegarty asked for any action items to be brought forward. None were presented. 

 

Agenda Item 8. Assignment/Review of Future Work. 

Dr. Hegarty noted that this work had been done in the Work Group reports. 
No items identified. 
Agenda Item 9. Other Business 
 
Dr. Hegarty asked to Ms. Clark to present and discuss the ISRA mentioned earlier in the plenary.  
Ms. Clark discussed that SC-227 was updating their documents while SC-159 is creating a new 
MOPS. She then presented the second page of document for the group to review. 
 
Short Title of ISRA:  PBN Requirements Harmonization 
Requirements Needed by Requesting Committee: 
(1) Gap and traceability analysis between the DO-229F PBN related requirements and the 
current RNP MASPS and MOPS, DO-236C and DO-283B, including consideration of public 
PBN route and procedure design criteria in FAA Order 8260.58() and ICAO PANS-OPS, 
Document 8168. 
(2) Gap and traceability analysis between the draft ED-259A Version 0.9 (or current at the 
time of ISRA agreement)  related requirements and the current RNP MASPS and MOPS, DO-
236C and DO-283B, including consideration of public PBN route and procedure design criteria in 
FAA Order 8260.58() and ICAO PANS-OPS, Document 8168. 
(3) Update Appendix Q, SBAS Considerations for Helicopters, to properly reflect the FAA 
order’s public procedure design standards for a helicopter RNAV(GPS) approach to LPV 
minimums at a point-in-space (PinS) (supporting visual transition to either a helipad or a 
transition to an extended visual path with landing at a geographically distant location). 
Note: Changes required to the respective MOPS would be accomplished by the committees 
outside of the IRSA process. This may result in removing defunct PBN functions from the MOPS 
that are not consistent with today’s public, PBN route and procedure implementation. This may 
result in material being developed for documents not mentioned in this ISRA. 
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Ms. Clark continued with an explanation that this was not one committee requesting another to 
accomplish additional work. It is more of a collaborative on both committees part. She then 
reviewed the three tasks noting that these products are desired outcomes of both groups. MOPS 
changes are considered on the time line of each SC committee. The desire is to capture new 
capabilities from SC-227 into SC-159. Dr. Hegarty remarked that the ISRA needed to approve by 
SC-159 today. Ms. Clark then added that we needed to make sure that the differences between 
PBN capabilities and SC-159 (MOPS & MASP) are aligned. There was some discussion on work 
plan and the coordination with several Eurocae documents. Dr. Kaylanaraman then brought up 
some wording changes in respect to removing Gamma class references from the document. Mr. 
Bouvet indicated that there were some additional changes coming to DO-229. He asked if they 
were relevant to FMS changes or can this be considered later. 
Barry Miller laid out the SC-227 time line and desired goals so that SC-159 could align with time 
frame and changes from SC-227. He then expanded the discussion on the issues that drove needed 
changes to the SC-227 MASP and MOPS. Ms. Clark explained the need to explain to SC-227 the 
institutional scenarios. Dr. Hegarty then offered that Ms. Clark could coordinate with Mr. Miller 
who is the GAR for SC-227. He also asked if there was any objection to having 2 ISRA forms 
but with numbers, one for each committee. There was no objection.  He then asked when this 
needed to be done. Ms. Clark indicated that to invoke a document with a TSO, it needs to done by 
April1st, 2022. To do this we need to have SC-159 work completed by December 20th.  
 
Then Dr. Heagrty asked for approval of the ISRA. Mr. Bouvet instead asked if it would be a waste 
of time to integrate Gamma receiver changes if SC-227 work will change this. Mr. Miller 
responded that SC-227 was not making changes that would really alter DO-229. Mr. Azoulai said 
that the desire was to finish the MOPS on DO-229 so there was a need to coordinate the issues of 
alignment between the two groups by this summer. Later than that would present problems in 
finishing work on DO-229. Mr. Foley also reminded the group that with this agreement, we are 
not agreeing to update our MOPS on an SC-227 schedule. Mr. Azoulai responded that it was 
possible the work in WG-2 would be done before April 1st, 2022 so this should work. Mr. Barry 
asked if this date would work for SC-227’stimeline. Mr. Miller responded that it would. Ms. Liu 
asked if the appendix would be available for the FRAC for DO-229. Mr. Miller responded that it 
would be. Ms. Clark added that the plan is to give this to Mike Cramer to start work on this in a 
timely manner. Dr. Hegarty asked who on this committee would be willing to work on the tasks of 
this ISRA document. John Barry and John Foley agreed to be part of this work.  
 
Dr. Hegarty then asked for a vote on accepting this ISRA as discussed. The Group agreed to 
accept the document without comment. 
 

Agenda Item 10. Date and Place of Next Meeting 

• The next full SC-159 gathering (to include the 110th Plenary) will take place the week of 
October 18 – 22, 2021. 

• The subsequent gathering (to include the 111th Plenary) is scheduled for the week of March 
28 - April 1, 2022  
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• There will be an off cycle scheduled SC-159 109th Plenary on July 9, 2021 

 

Dr. Hegarty thanked all participants and adjourned the meeting. 

 
CERTIFIED as a true and accurate summary of the meeting. 

-S- -S- 
Dr. Christopher Hegarty Dr. George Ligler 
Co-chairman Co-chairman 
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